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Abstract
Teaching English model for nursing students need recommendation from subject lecturer's involvement in the curriculum
design. This paper wrote the process of designing a syllabus for ESP teaching in nursing context. As a part of curriculum
design, this ESP syllabus focused on content area reading of English for nursing. Several text types commonly used in
nursing skill and vocabulary building of academic word lists and the ones related to nursing area study were elaborated as
well. The method used Research and development R&D with procedures need analysis, development, expert validation,
and final product. This paper concluded that the application of syllabus needs high recommendation and commitment
from the stakeholders in order to make the program successfully implemented.
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nursing. The objectives of this syllabus are

The sequence of the contents is

students Analyze and Communicate English

arranged on the basis of "whole to part"

in spoken and written text and grammatically

meaning that the material at the beginning of a

correct reading, writing and communication

course focuses on the overall organization of

techniques. In reading skill focus, the students

the topic. For example, Mentioning the

can understand some reading strategies,

vocabulary and useful expression, practicing

identify main facts and details infer meaning

conversations between nurses and patients,

from

the

Reading and explaining the written text in the
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The contents of the course include

The syllabus for third grade bachelor of

the following types of content:

nursing study program.
No Unit
1

Introduction

2

Caring for elderly

3

Blood

4

Mental health
nursing

5

Text Types

Personal care

7

Elimination

8

Medication

9

Final exam

Scope and Sequence

English skills contents focus

•

Reading

:

including

scanning,

skimming, predicting and previewing
Information Text,
Descriptive Text
Information Text,
Descriptive Text
Information Text,
Descriptive Text

Middle exam

6

•

•

the context of nursing
•

Writing : summarizing text in the
context of nursing

•
Information Text,
Descriptive Text
Information Text,
Descriptive Text
Information Text,
Descriptive Text

Speaking : conversation/dialogue in

Variety of reading texts in the context
of nursing

•

Variety of text types in the context of
nursing

•

Vocabularies of the academic words

•

Technical

Vocabularies

commonly

used in the context of nursing

CONCLUSION
This ESP syllabus is designed to
fulfill the need of nursing students to
understand

in EFL context.

The main

objective is on reading and writing and
strategies with three focus area namely
reading

comprehension

skills,

strategies,

attitudes and behavior, reading of different
text types in the context of nursing, and
understand vocabularies of academic word list
and their usage in some texts in the context of
nursing. And also speaking skill with related
for

nursing

care.

So

the

non-English

department students can apply English skill
based on their area of nurse. Especially The
English nursing program will successfully
implemented.
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Appendix: Syllabus English for nursing
School
: Stikes Bina Sehat PPNI
Program
: Bachelor of Nursing Study Program
Semester
:6
Level
: Pre-Intermediate
Subject
: English for nursing
Learning goal
Learning outcome Topic material
Students are able to
Mentioning the
• Caring for
understand and apply vocabulary and
elderly
English
useful expression,
• Blood
communication in
• Mental
oral and written text
Practicing
health
based on correct
conversations
nursing
grammar and
between nurses and • Personal
communication
patients.
care

source
1. Azar, Betty Schramfer. (1989)

Understanding and using
English grammar. New Jersey.
Prentice Gall Regents
2. Rosh W, Bettany C. English for
Nursing: Vocational English
Course Book 1. Cambridge
University Press 2009

techniques in
accurate, fluent,
acceptable, and
practice
conversations and
presentations through
simulations in the
academic context and
nursing care

Reading and
explaining the
written text in the
context of nursing,
Making oral and
written text in the
context of nursing

•
•
•

Elimination 3. Rosh W, Bettany C. English for
Nursing: Vocational English
Medication
Course Book 2. Cambridge
Final exam
University Press 2009
4. Grace, Tony, 2007. Oxford
English for Careers: Nursing1.
Oxford University Press
5. Grace, Tony, 2007. Oxford
English for Careers: Medicine1.
Oxford University Press
6. John east wood. 1999, Oxford
practice grammar
7. Oxford English Dictionary
8. Oxford English Thesaurus

